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Q.  Rafa, obviously bit of an up-and-down day.  Didn't even make your first par until 

the 8th hole today, but you steadied the ship, even par, you're right there in the mix 

heading into Sunday.  

 

RAFAEL CAMPOS:  Yeah, I came off to a really bad start.  I was having some difficulty kind 

of getting my tempo going and coming over the top on most of the shots at the beginning.  

But I was fortunate to kind of get a good rhythm afterwards, a good tempo especially coming 

into the back nine, which I believe are a little bit harder than the front.  Yeah, it was kind of 

rough today.  I really didn't strike the ball well, as good as I wanted, but was able to at least 

recover myself a little bit at the end. 

 

Q.  Was there a turning point, maybe a hole or a particular shot that stood out that 

really...  

 

RAFAEL CAMPOS:  Yes, yes, hole No. 13, believe it or not.  I left it 45 feet but that was the 

best swing I did all day.  It was 132 yards to the pin, 127 front and we had a good gust of 

wind into our face.  I told my caddie I really feel like hitting a very soft 8-iron just to keep it 

under the wind.  That felt really good.  It went straight at the pin.  Obviously not the right 

yardage, I mean not the right club, but after that I kind of calmed myself a little bit more and 

that really was I think the turning point for me.  Putter started rolling a little bit better at the 

end, so that gave me a little bit more confidence as well. 

 

Q.  And then finally, the crowds this week, we've been here and we hear these 

Tiger-like roars all over the golf course.  How special that? 

 

RAFAEL CAMPOS:  It's really special, it really is awesome.  I knew a lot of people were 

going to come out here, saw a lot more friends today than normal.  Yeah, a lot of friends I 

haven't seen in years all of a sudden are here.  It really is a great confidence booster.  I 

knew I started really bad today but I knew the crowd was going to try to help me out.  I really 

didn't want to portray any emotions out there but I felt it.  It kind of gave me a little bit more 

confidence coming into -- well, after that tough stretch at the beginning, but it's awesome to 

see these guys. 
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